


Chapter 1  – The School Trip 
In a city not so far away from you, there once lived a team of 
superheroes. Whenever someone needed help, they would be 
there to save the day. The heroes were always dressed in bright 
clothes and masks to hide their identities. No one knew who they 
were, nor did anyone ever guess correctly. Not a single person 
suspected they might be a group of children, that was until the 
disastrous school trip to Towerstone Castle.  
 The day started off perfectly normally. There was a buzz of 
excitement as the Year 8s piled on to the coach. They were 
probably more excited to miss a day of lessons than to visit the 
old castle, but they were excited, nonetheless. 
 At the front of the coach, were some of the smartest kids in 
school – Emma, Oliver and Mia did well in nearly every 
subject. Just behind them were Abigail and Sophia, 
gossiping away about something - probably not the 
school trip. Across the aisle was Freddy, Sky, Grace and a 
couple of their other friends. They were fairly average 
students, not top of the class, but never in trouble. Behind 
them sat Lucas and Ashley, they were so quiet, they often 
faded into the background unnoticed. They both sat with 
headphones on, not even talking to each other. At the 
back of the bus sat Bobby and his gang, they 
weren’t the first on the bus but had forced 
whoever was to give up the back seat for 
them.  
 It was a long journey up steep, 
winding roads as Towerstone 
Castle was positioned high up in 
the mountains. It was built 
there hundreds of years ago 



to purposefully be hard to reach and attack. The mountain gave 
great views over the surrounding area, whilst it was also hard to 
climb. Even those that did manage to reach the top, would often 
be stumped by the deep moat of water stretching right around 
the castle. It was so steep at the top that the coach could only 
get so far. The car park was slightly further down the mountain 
and visitors had to walk the rest of the way in the snow.  
 As the coach rolled into the car park and came to a stop, 
one of the teachers, Mr. Bottomsley, stood up, “Okay, Year 8, I 
want you all on your best behaviour. You are not here to mess 
around or have a day off. You are here to learn. Towerstone 
Castle is one of the oldest castles in the country. It’s filled with 
fascinating artifacts for you to learn about the past. Do not touch 
anything! If anyone is seen acting up or if anyone breaks 
anything, you will be straight back here to spend the rest of the 
day on the bus with me. Understand?” 
 “Yes, Mr. Bottomsley,” the children chanted. 
 Once everyone had filed off the bus, up the hill, over the 
drawbridge and through the gates, they were met at the main 
entrance by a smartly dressed tour guide. “Greetings all! My 
name is Henrietta Towers and I’ll be showing you around the 
castle today.” She peered down at the children through her flame 
red pointy-framed glasses and smiled.  “Towerstone castle was 
built by my distant ancestors in 1203 when the noble Tower and 
Stone families formed an alliance through –“ 
 “Bobby, get down from there!” Yelled Mr. Bottomsley as 
Bobby began to climb the reception desk.  
 “-Through the marriage of Sir Thomas Tower and Lady 
Scarlett Stone. The castle used to be passed down to each 
generation in the family but that tradition was unfortunately 
stopped 100 years ago when the building was turned into a–“ 
 “Sophia, Abigail, stop talking and listen, you’re being 
incredibly rude!” Mr Bottomsley shouted to silence a whisper. 



“Sorry Miss, please continue,” he nodded towards Henrietta, the 
tour guide. 
 “Shall we continue into the Grand Hall?” Henrietta waved 
her hand and ushered everyone to follow her.  
 Eventually, the students were allowed to roam free from 
Henrietta and Mr. Bottomsley. They were put into groups of six 
and given worksheets and clipboards. Their instructions were to 
look around the castle to find the information to complete the 
sheets and to meet back in the entrance hall at 2pm. 
 Sophia and Abigail were split up of course. Sophia was put 
in a group with Bobby who was also separated from his mates. 
They were joined by Grace, Sky and Freddy who were friends but 
were quiet enough (or at least appeared so to their teachers) to 
be allowed to stay together. Their group was completed by 
Lucas, a boy shorter than most in his year who didn’t speak to 
many people and particularly avoided Bobby’s gang.  



Chapter 2 – the alarm 
The group wandered around the castle 
for an hour or so before starting to climb 
the steps of the tallest tower. Lucas, 
although the smallest, was by far the 
quickest and led the pack, racing up the 
stairs. Bobby, the least enthusiastic 
dragged a good seven or eight steps 
behind the rest. The steps were steep 
and narrow, they wound around a central 
pillar that seemed to go on forever. 
Some steps were a little wonky and they 
had all been worn down by the 
hundreds of footsteps that had walked 
on them throughout the centuries. When 
they were around three-quarters of the 
way to the top (although, they had no 
idea themselves how close they were), 
they heard a loud siren sound in the 
distance. 
 “What’s that?” Sophia asked, 
whipping her head around to face the 
others. 
 “It sounds like a fire alarm,” said 
Freddy. 
 “We should turn back,” replied 
Sky. 
 “No way!” Bobby, slightly out of 
breath, had caught up with the rest of 
the group as they paused to work 



out what to do. “There’s no way I’m going all the way down the 
stairs just for it to be a practice or an accident. We must be nearly 
at the top now and I want to see what’s up there.” 
 “I’m not sure that’s a good idea, what if it’s a real fire?” 
asked Lucas. 
 “Shut up Mucus,” retorted Bobby. “Think of all the times 
the fire alarm has gone off at school, when has that ever been for 
a real fire? Never! But we always have to stand outside for 
nothing, I mean sure we get to miss lessons but we’re not in 
lessons now. Besides the castle is made of stone, it can’t burn 
down anyway.” 
 “Hmmm, I’m not sure that’s true,” said Grace. 
 “Whatever, I’m going to see what’s at the top.” Bobby 
barged passed them all and continued upwards. 
 “It probably isn’t a real fire anyway,” Sophia shrugged and 
followed Bobby. 
 “We should all stick together at least,” Sky said whilst giving 
Grace and Freddy a knowing look. She barely glanced at Lucas, 
but he followed them up too. 
 At the top of the stairs, they found themselves in small 
circular room with a faded old rug on the floor and dusty curtains 
framing the windows. There were a few books stacked on a 
wooden bookcase that looked like they hadn’t been read in 
centuries. Just next to the stairs there was a worn out armchair 
that Bobby immediately sat in. Opposite him, there were doors 
leading onto a balcony. Although the sound was fainter up there, 
they could still hear the alarm ringing in the distance. 
 Grace flung open the doors and stepped onto the balcony. 
Only then did she realise just how many steps they must have 
climbed. Looking down, there was a terrifyingly large drop but 
looking straight ahead was a spectacular view of the snow 
topped mountains and the forest and valley below.  



 Freddy and Sky quickly joined her. Instead of looking down, 
Freddy looked to the side, back at the castle and saw an even 
more terrifying sight. Thick, dark smoke was billowing out of the 
main entrance. Flames flickered on the roof tops furthest from 
them. The fire was quickly approaching but it hadn’t reached 
their tower yet. Freddy, nudged Sky and Grace, urging them to 
look. The girls gasped and the three friends looked at one 
another, nodded and without a word retreated back inside. 
 There were no other doors leading out of the tower room, 
nowhere to go, nowhere to hide. Grace, Sky and Freddy didn’t 
want to panic the others just yet, but they knew running back 
down the stairs wasn’t an option. They needed time to think, 
discuss and get changed without the others. 
 “Hey, take a look at the view,” Sky said, encouraging the 
others onto the balcony. 
 “Just don’t look down!” Grace added. As soon as Lucas, 
Bobby and Sophia’s backs were turned the others scampered 
down the stairs, just a few steps to be out of sight. 
 Quickly they threw down their rucksacks and unbuttoned 
their school shirts. Underneath, as always, they had their other 
uniforms – their superhero uniforms.  



Chapter 3 – Gravity Girl 
 
The thing that set this team apart from 
other heroes you may have read 
about is that they didn’t have any 
magical abilities or super strength or 
anything too out of the ordinary. 
Their super skill was just an excellent 
understanding of science, particularly 
physics.  
 “What’s the plan?” asked Sky as 
she slid off her trousers to reveal her 
blue leggings underneath. 
 “We’re going to have to jump off the 
balcony,” replied Sky, already in her purple 
costume with a mask covering her eyes. 
 “I think I can use the curtains to make a 
parachute for everyone,” replied Grace, “ready 
Freddy?” 
 “Yes, let’s go.” They stuffed their other 
clothes back into their bags and crept back up the 
stairs. 
 Bobby saw them first and squealed in 
excitement. 
 “The Force Field!” Lucas gawped. Sophia seemed more 
confused than shocked, as if her head was filling up with 
questions. 
 “We need to be quick, the castle is on fire and we can’t go 
back down the way we came, everyone needs to pull a curtain 



down – we’re going to parachute off the balcony.” Grace 
explained. 
 “Cool!” said Bobby. 
 “The castles on fire!?” yelled Sophia, clearly, they hadn’t 
noticed the flames. 
 “Wait, where are the others? Where did Freddy and Sky and 
Grace go?” Bobby asked. 
 “Really?” Sophia mocked him. “You’re really asking that?  
Three people disappeared and three superheroes, the exact 
same size appeared. You can’t figure that out, Bobby?” 
 “There’s no time for this, we need to be quick.” Grace was 
already on her third parachute. She knotted the fabric at either 
end and fanned out the curtain in the middle to provide a wide 
surface area.  
 “Shall we take our shoes off to make ourselves lighter?” 
Sophia asked, already slipping off her pumps. 
 “It won’t make much difference, heavy and light things fall 
with the same speed, you’ll just have cold feet when you land in 
the snow.” Grace explained. “It’s air resistance that we need to 
think about. Air resistance or drag is a force that acts on objects 
moving through the air. As an object falls, air resistance acts 
upwards, creating friction between the air and the object. The 
more air resistance we have, the more we can slow down our fall. 
A wider object, with a bigger surface area, like the curtains, will 
have more drag because there’s more space for air resistance to 
push up, acting against the force of gravity pulling us down.” 
 Lucas nodded in agreement, showing off his perfectly 
formed parachute. 
 “I’ll go first,” said Grace, stepping on to the balcony. “I am 
Gravity Girl after all.” 
 “Wait, shouldn’t you take your bag off and leave everything 
you don’t need behind?” Lucas asked. 



 “For normal fire exits, yes,” said Freddy, “but we never 
know what we might need to get to safety, so bring everything 
you can! I’ll wait back and make sure you’re all okay, you all go 
ahead.” 
 Grace jumped without hesitation. Her wrists were securely 
fastened in the knots and her fingers wound around the fabric. 
The curtain ballooned open as planned and she drifted to the 
ground like a feather, landing with a soft thud in the snow below.  
 Lucas was next, then Sophia, then Sky then Bobby, who was 
surprisingly frightened and seemingly scared of heights. After 
some encouragement he made the leap and Freddy followed. I 
should warn you, please do not attempt to try this at home, 
unless under the supervision of superheroes. 
 As each person landed, Grace ushered them all away from 
the building. From the ground they had a better view of the 
entire castle and could see just how much of the building was 
now engulfed in the flames. Smoke drifted from a window 
nearby, suggesting the fire had now reached the entrance to the 
tower.  There was no way they would be able to walk around to 
get to the draw bridge, they needed another escape route. 



Chapter 4 – Buoyancy Boy 
From the foot of the tallest tower, the group could see the fire 
engulfing the castle, but they couldn’t see round to the main 
entrance. They had no idea if everyone else made it out and they 
couldn’t get anyone’s attention for help. The only way to escape 
the flames and flee the castle was to cross the moat.  
 Although it was a cold day, the moat hadn’t completely 
frozen over yet, but it was definitely too cold and wide to 
attempt to swim. 
 Freddy looked around, calmly. “We need to gather 
everything we can, find wood, we need light materials. We need 
to make a raft.” 



 “What about the curtains? They’re light.” Offered Sophia. 
 “But the fabric isn’t waterproof, it will absorb the water and 
sink,” said Freddy. “We could rip it into strips and use it for rope 
though.” 
 Sophia and Bobby started tearing up the curtains while the 
others searched around for other materials. Freddy uncovered an 
old wood store and with the help of Grace, managed to pull the 
doors off and gather up bundles of wood. The group laid the 
doors down and used the extra wood to extend it, tying it all 
together with strips of curtains. 
 “This feels quite heavy Buoyancy Boy, I think it will sink,” 
said Bobby as he lifted the raft to the water with Freddy and Sky. 
 “Don’t worry, it will float, wood is less dense than water-“ 
 “That means the particles aren’t as tightly packed, there is a 
lot of air in wood,” Sky added, after seeing Bobby’s confused 
face. 
 “Right,” Freddy continued, “and because we’ve made it 
wide, there is a big enough surface area so there will be lots of 
buoyancy pushing the raft up in the water. Think of buoyancy as 
lots of little hands in the water pushing up against the raft, the 
bigger the raft, the more space there is for more hands to push 
against it. So, if we have a weight that might sink by itself, like my 
backpack, if I put it on the raft, like this, the weight is spread out 
over a wider area so it floats.” 
 “Right, I think I get it,” said Bobby. 
 “But I don’t think this will hold more than three of us, we’ll 
have to take it in turns. I’ll use the rest of the curtains as a rope to 
pull us across.” 
 Freddy, Sophia and Grace boarded the raft first. The water 
was very still and with no motor to power them, they needed a 
big force to propel them across the moat. This initial force came 
from a big push from the three left on land. That made them drift 
about a third of the way across then Freddy and Grace used 



spare planks of wood as paddles to push them through the water. 
They had carried with them the rest of the curtains tied into one 
long rope, the end of which was tied to a tree next to the castle. 
 Once they had made it to the other side, Grace tied the 
other end of the rope to another tree. Freddy boarded the raft, 
and this time used the rope to pull himself and the raft along. It 
took two more trips to get everyone across to safety, and by this 
time the flames had reached the rooftop of the tallest tower. 
 Bobby slumped against a tree and sighed with relief. 
 “It’s not over yet – we still need to get down the mountain 
and join the rest of the class.” 



 

Chapter 5 - the Frictionator 
Although the group had escaped the burning castle, they were 
still some distance from their classmates and the coach that could 
take them home. There was no phone signal in their remote 
location in the mountains, so they had to find their way back 
quickly. 
 On the new side of the moat, the snow seemed even 
thicker. There were quite a few trees but they had a clear enough 
view to spot the road leading up to the castle downhill from 
where they stood. 
 “Has everyone still got their clipboards?” Sky 
asked. 
 “Do we really have to still do the 
worksheet!?” cried Bobby. 
 “No, we can use them to slide down the 
hill!” Sky pulled her clipboard out and put the 
attached sheets back in her bag. “Look, the 
plastic board gives a nice flat, smooth 
surface so there will be hardly any 
friction – we can just slide right across 
the snow!” 
 “But, Frictionator, can’t we just skid 
down?” asked Bobby. 
 “See all the bumps on the bottom 
of your shoes? Those are there to 
increase friction and stop you 
slipping. Think of two surfaces 
moving passed each other, imagine 
each surface has lots of little hooks 
catching each other. If a surface has 



bumps or is rough, there’s more room for more of these hooks so 
more friction. That’s why ice skates are thin – to reduce friction so 
you can slide on ice. Clipboards aren’t ideal but they’re smoother 
than your shoes, and they’ll help spread your weight over a wider 
area than your two feet so you don’t sink into the snow.” By the 
time Sky - otherwise known as The Frictionator - finished 
explaining, the rest of the gang were already sat on their 
clipboards ready to go. “Okay, now just push off from a tree to 
get yourself going!” 
 One by one, they all pushed off and whizzed down the 
mountain, leaning slightly to one side every so often to steer 
themselves away from trees. As the road became closer and 
closer, they stuck out their legs and pushed their feet into the 
snow to slow themselves to a stop.  
 “Everyone okay?” Sky asked checking over her teammates. 
They all nodded or murmured back in response. Lucas, Sophia 
and Bobby were too shaken to speak. The adventure down the 
slope had taken them slightly further down the mountain than he 
carpark. 
  “The carpark is in that direction,” Grace said pointing 
out the route to the others, “if you follow the road uphill, it 
should be just a few minutes away. We’ll catch up.”  
 Sky, Grace and Freddy snuck off behind some trees to put 
their school uniforms back on – their teachers would be looking 
for them after all, not a trio of superheroes. 
 Once back in their school uniforms, the Force Field quickly  
caught up with the rest of their group. Sophia, Lucas and Bobby 
were all trudging very slowly along the road in silence. They were 
a little dazed from their curtain-parachuting, makeshift-raft and 
clipboard-sledging adventure.  
 As the group reached the car park, the police were just 
pulling in too.  



Chapter 6 – The Fire-Starter 
Mr. Bottomsley, stood outside the coach frantically counting 
children and checking his phone. When he saw the six remaining 
children approaching he almost cried. “They’re here, they’re all 
alive! Everyone is fine, everything is fine!” he said to himself. 
“Wait, why are the police here? BOBBY DID YOU START THE 
FIRE!?” 
 “No! I was-“ 
 The police chuckled, “These kids look like they’ve had quite 
a journey to make it out alive - I’d go easy on them.”  
 Mr. Bottomsley looked very confused. 



 “Superheroes saved us!!” Bobby cheered as he reunited 
with his friends. This caused a loud chorus of questions from his 
classmates. Mr. Bottomsley was stunned into silence and just 
looked back at the others for further explanation. 
 Lucas looked down at his shoes and Sophia just shrugged 
and wondered off to find Abigail. “We just used forces to help 
us, sir,” said Grace.  
 “You know, air resistance, gravity, buoyancy, friction...” 
added Freddy.  
 Mr Bottomsley still couldn’t understand what was going on 
and just shook his head and looked up to the police – “so do you 
know who did start the fire?” 
 “We’ve just got to the scene; we’ll have to do a full sweep 
and speak to the fire brigade too. I can’t imagine it would have 
been any of your kids, this place has a history of fires.” replied 
one police officer. 
 The other added, “Yeah, none have taken off quite like this 
one though, but they do always seem to happen on a Thursday.” 
 “I – I think I know who might have done it,” stuttered Lucas, 
not even looking up at the police officers. 
 “Lucas, this isn’t a game!” said Mr Bottomsley. 
 “No, go on lad, tell us,” said one of the police officers, 
kneeling down to meet Lucas’ eyes. 
 “The tour guide who showed us around earlier, she 
mentioned she was descended from the Towerstone family who 
built the castle and that it used to be passed on to the next 
generation, she seemed quite annoyed that she didn’t get to 
inherit it. She mentioned that she knew all the hidden passages 
throughout the castle and when we were across the moat, it 
looked like there were a few different fires, they weren’t all 
connected so she would have known where to start a fire and 
then get to another room quickly and start another. She also 
mentioned a few times how flammable some of the old furniture 



was – I’m surprised no one else thought that was weird? Maybe 
everyone else had stopped listening by then. Also, everyone I 
saw in the castle seems to be here in the car park right now, apart 
from her.”  
 The police bolted upright and looked around. They had 
visited the castle a few times about the other fires, so they knew 
Henrietta well. Lucas was right her red glasses were nowhere to 
be seen.  
 It was the most Lucas had spoken all year and he turned out 
to be spot on. The police investigated and eventually tracked 
down Henrietta. She confessed to it all, she was furious that the 
castle had been made into a museum rather than be left to her, 
she was sick of working there every Thursday, showing around 
school groups that never listened and always being interrupted 
by teachers. She had had enough. If she couldn’t have the castle, 
she decided no one could. 
 Fortunately, Henrietta was locked up and the castle was able 
to be restored. Gravity Girl, Buoyancy Boy and The Frictionator 
just about managed to continue to hide their identities. They 
were never sure that Bobby ever figured it out anyway. Sophia 
had a million other things to gossip about and was still a little 
traumatised from the whole event to want to relive it. And Lucas 
went back to hardly speaking at all, though he continued to pay 
close attention to everything around him, you never know when 
something could come in useful.  
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